New On DVD & Blu-Ray
Amazing Spider-Man 2 As the film opens, we find Richard (Campbell Scott) and
Mary Parker (Embeth Davitz) stealing away with some crucial Oscorp files while
leaving young Peter in the care of Aunt May (Sally Field) and Uncle Ben. Flash
forward about a decade, and Peter (Garfield) is swinging into action as Spider-Man;
having successfully thwarted the hijacking of an Oscorp truck by notorious Russian
criminal Aleksei Sytsevich (Paul Giamatti), Peter ditches the costume just in time to
meet up with Gwen Stacy (Emma Stone) at their high school graduation. Despite his
deep love for Emma, however, Peter remains haunted by his promise to her late
father not to get emotionally involved with her for fear that she could be targeted by
Spider-Man's enemies. Meanwhile, young Harry Osborne (Dane DeHaan) inherits
OsCorp and a deadly retrovirus from his father Norman (Chris Cooper), and brilliant
but timid OsCorp scientist Max Dillon (Jamie Foxx) gets infused with a powerful dose
of electricity while attempting to fix a faulty power circuit in the lab. Upon regaining
consciousness, Max discovers that he has the power to harness electrical currents the higher the voltage the more powerful he becomes. When a battle with Max in
Times Square shorts out Spidey's web-shooters, Peter goes to work on developing a
more reliable model of his signature weapon while Harry grows convinced that
Spider-Man's blood is the key to his survival. Later, villainous OsCorp chairman
Donald Menken (Colm Feore) steals the company out right out from under Harry,
driving the vengeful youth to break Max -- now Electro -- out of the heavily-guarded
Ravencroft Institute for a two-pronged attack on Menken and Spider-Man. The stage
for that battle is set when New York City goes dark just as Peter declares his love to
Gwen, plunging the wise-cracking web-slinger into a fight that could forever alter
the course of his life. Sony
Noah Darren Aronofsky brings the story of Noah's Ark to the big screen with this
Paramount/New Regency production. "In the beginning, there was nothing." So
starts this version of the story centered on Noah (Russell Crowe), the man entrusted
by God to save the innocent animals of Earth as the rising floodwaters cleansed the
planet of mankind's evil. As the telling continues, we learn how Adam and Eve's sins
have passed down through generations through their sons Cain and Abel, and how
the descendants of their righteous sibling Seth were entrusted with defending
creation. One day, while foraging in the country, a descendant of Seth, Noah, sees his
father slain by a descendant of Cain. In the process, Noah's birthright is stolen from
him. Decades later, as a father of three, Noah experiences a vision foretelling the
great flood that will wash over the Earth, destroying every living thing that stands on
the soil. That vision leads Noah to seek out his grandfather, Methuselah, in order to
understand his mission. When a second vision reveals that Noah is to construct a
massive ark designed to shelter every living animal during the great flood, Noah, his
wife Naameh (Jennifer Connelly), their three sons Shem (Douglas Booth), Ham
(Logan Lerman), and Japheth (Leo McHugh Carroll), and their adoptive sister Ila
(Emma Watson) immediately begin construction on the vessel with the help of the
Watchers, a race of angels created as beings of light, but encrusted in stone and mud
and forsaken by God for their attempts to help man. Meanwhile, word of Noah's work
soon reaches Tubal Cain (Ray Winstone), who gathers an army on a mission to
overtake the ark, and survive the coming storm by any cost. Paramount
Los Angeles Kings Stanley Cup 2014 Champions In a coast-to-coast showdown for
hockey's biggest prize, the Los Angeles King--led by Jeff Carter, Brad Richards, and
Jonathan Quick--prevailed against Martin St. Louis, Henrik Lundqvist, and the New
York Rangers in five games. Catch all the fast-paced action in the race to the cup in
this official video retrospective filled with game highlights, exclusive interviews, and
more. Warner
The Blacklist Season One Former government agent Raymond "Red" Reddington
(James Spader) has eluded capture for decades. But he suddenly surrenders to the
FBI with an offer to help catch a terrorist under the condition that he speaks only to
Elizabeth "Liz" Keen (Megan Boone), a young FBI profiler who's just barely out of
Quantico. Stars Starring: James Spader, Megan Boone, William Sadler. Sony
Perry Mason Movie Collection Volume 3 The Case of the Sinister Spirit Perry Mason
(Raymond Burr) is called on to solve a mystery when a reclusive horror writer is killed.
The Case of the Murdered Madam Perry Mason (Raymond Burr) is on the case when
a former madam attempts to blackmail four businessmen after recording the
fraudulent scheme they are planning.
Duck Dynasty Quack or Treat The Robertsons scare up more fun in this Duck
Dynasty: Quack Or Treat collection. In "Quack O'Lanterns," everyone dresses up for a
Halloween event that transforms the warehouse into a "scarehouse." While none of
the kids are afraid of Willie when he tries to be the scariest, Phil's attempts to make a
jack-o'-lantern with a shotgun just might do the trick. When the guys flake off work
to brush up the duck blinds on their land in "Hallu-Si-Nations," Si spots what he
thinks is the infamous "Black Panther," which leads the naysaying men on a mission
to prove that what Si saw was an figment of his imagination. And, when Willie is
spooked by a mid-life crisis in "Battle of the Brothers," Jase and the boys try to help
him cope. A competition is struck among the Robertson brothers to see who is the
most fit in body, mind, and endurance. A&E / Lionsgate
The Other Woman Cameron Diaz leads a knockout cast in this irreverent comedy
about love, lust and the laws of karma. New York attorney Carly Whitten (Diaz) is
nobody's fool. So when she accidentally discovers that her too-good-to-be-true
boyfriend Mark (Nikolaj Coster-Waldau) is married, she's less than thrilled. Not only
that, she and Mark's wife Kate (Leslie Mann), learn about yet another mistress (Kate
Upton)! Before long, however, the betrayed beauties have become unlikely pals
who've decided to teach their three-timing man a lesson. The more the trio learns
about Mark, the worse he seems, and the more fun they have without him! Fox
75 Years of WWII In this special collection, HISTORY examines the deadliest conflict
in human history. D-Day in HD presents the most critical military operation of WWII
and the largest amphibious assault in history in newly transferred color HD. Through
the personal accounts of soldiers on both sides, this special tells the story in the first
person, in the words of those who lived it, from famous leaders like Eisenhower to
unknown foot soldiers. Bloody Santa Cruz recounts the vicious combat in the South
Pacific in which the USS Hornet was lost, while Enterprise Versus Japan takes us to
November 1942, as the USS Enterprise sends the Japanese Imperial Navy to a watery
grave. Ultimate World War II Weapons reveals the weapons and inventions that
shaped and decided WWII. A&E / Lionsgate

